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This report takes forward the Commission’s findings and recommendations, captured in the
widely commended report ‘Making Housing Affordable Again: Rebalancing the Nation’s
Housing System’, which was published at the start of Coronavirus lockdown in March 2020.1
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Executive summary
A policy change in favour of social and affordable housing will be key
to a post Covid-19 recovery. Besides providing more – much needed genuinely affordable homes, increasing investment in social housing offers
the opportunity to support jobs and local growth, improve the nation’s ageing
housing stock, reduce carbon emissions, and combat poverty.
The worry is that as the emergency measures are phased out the crisis will return and worsen.
An economic downturn will hardly help. Indeed, a recession will only amplify the deep-rooted
problems of affordability, especially for struggling renters.
Without urgent action to increase the supply of affordable housing the gap between housing
need and the supply of low-cost housing will widen over the coming years. More households
will have no choice but to live in the private rented sector, which as the Commission’s work has
shown, is ill suited to housing low income households.
The Commission forecasts that without urgent action to increase the supply of affordable
housing the gap between housing need and the supply of low-cost housing will widen over
the coming years. Without a step change in supply, the affordable housing gap is likely to grow
to 500,000 homes over the coming five years.
Weak housing market conditions, however, present new opportunities for social landlords
to counter this trend. Government counter-cyclical intervention – with grant rates for social
housing back to where they were after the global financial recession – would not only help
kickstart the economy but begin to rebalance the housing system.
The Commission believes a different scenario is possible. If some developers are struggling to
sell and developments are stalled, and if some private landlords are wanting to exit the market,
then this is a moment for social landlords to step in.
Decisive action by central government coupled with extraordinary effort by local government
and the third sector, has led to a dramatic reduction in the numbers of people sleeping rough.
The Commission commends this action and wants to see its momentum sustained. Other
promised interventions in the housing market, including government actions on renters’ rights,
fire safety and home insulation are also welcome (although government’s recent Green Homes
scheme should be targeted at the poorest households across all tenures, not just homeowners).
An injection of extra funding for social rented homes in particular would complement these
new interventions. With government backing the social housing sector could also help the build
out of private homes and support the scaling up of ‘offsite’ housebuilding.
The Commission is not advocating a housing stimulus focused exclusively on social and
affordable housing. Government, for example, could further support first time buyers (FTBs)
by reforming and extending Help to Buy to the existing market.
The Commission believes that a counter-cyclical focus on social and affordable homes makes
economic and social sense and offers value for money. Failure to act will further reduce the
number of secure and affordable homes and plunge more households into poverty.
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Recommendations
The Commission recommends that government – in partnership with local
government and the housing sector – takes the initiative to put in place
a 12 point housing-led recovery plan. This should include:
> Increase investment in a scaled-up and fast tracked social and affordable housing
programme, with grant rates returning at least to 2010 levels
>E
 stablish a new ‘Housing Conversion Fund’ to help social landlords and community
organisations to acquire developers’ unsold homes, and to buy rented properties from
over-stretched buy-to-let landlords, and down-at-heel PRS properties and empty homes
>R
 eform the land market, based on recommendations from the Letwin Review to get homes
built out faster and to ‘capture’ land value for social benefit
>E
 nable Councils to take back control over Permitted Development Rights
>R
 eplace the unaffordable ‘Affordable Rent’ model with more social renting (based on rents
at a third of household net incomes of the intended occupiers)
> Make discounted ‘First Homes’ additional to, not replacements for, planning gain obligations
for affordable renting – thereby preventing a reduction in the most urgently needed homes
>R
 eform and extend Help to Buy to existing properties, targeted at helping lower income FTBs
>G
 ive Councils full discretion over Right to Buy discount levels and the opportunity to recycle
100% of sales proceeds into new social rented homes
>S
 trengthen the safety net for renters who struggle with housing costs, including reviewing
eviction protection, sustaining changes to local housing allowances and reforming
Universal Credit
>C
 ap annual rent increases in the PRS to an index of income growth for a fixed period
(as proposed in Scotland), alongside ending Section 21 ‘no-fault’ evictions
>P
 rotect homeowners by reducing delays before payment of Support with Mortgage Interest
and making the SMI a grant not a loan
>S
 et a target to provide affordable housing opportunities for all by 2045, based on a new
definition of affordability which relates to incomes not market prices

The broken housing system exposed
The pandemic has exposed the structural weaknesses in the current housing
system, especially the high cost of housing for many vulnerable households
and concerns over housing insecurity and suitability. It has also placed the
spotlight on poor housing quality – not least in new build private rented
housing - and the importance of amenity space.
Government has intervened to avoid evictions and destitution in the short-term. However,
temporary protection for renters and homeowners – alongside the Job Retention Scheme is being phased out. This will affect millions of people, many of whom will have to rely
on benefits for the first time.2 Others will face a financial cliff edge and grapple with debts
and irregular work.3
4
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Housing supply – and particularly social and affordable homes - fell sharply during the
lockdown and is only slowly increasing. Given the already wide gap between supply and
demand, this is a cause for concern. Without a sustained increase in housing provision the
national supply backlog could increase to well over its current level of 1.2m homes.4
Affordability problems will quickly return, especially in high demand areas.
Housebuilders are likely to adjust their build-out rates to market conditions, wary of the
consequences of a sustained fall in demand and values. Latest forecasts suggest private
housing delivery could fall this year by over 50,000 and total completions drop to under
150,000 a year up until 2024/25.5 Research by Shelter and Savills suggests that without
action over the period to 2024/25 some 300,000 homes that would have been built will not
materialise.6
Those social landlords currently building for market sale will struggle in a housing slump
to recycle enough profits to cross-subsidise social rented homes at previous levels.7
Less development also means fewer social and affordable homes from planning gain (as
development is stalled and concerns are raised over the financial viability of schemes).
All households (and potential FTBs hit by proposed increases in minimum deposits) will
be affected by the downturn. However, struggling renters – households the Commission
showed who were under the most housing stress prior to the pandemic – are at the greatest
housing risk. Low income households (young and old), and especially those with no savings
and in precarious employment, are particularly exposed.8 Many more households will worry
about the possibility of eviction, particularly in the PRS where rents are higher.9

Unaffordable homes: The Commission’s research in 2019 reported one in five households
were under housing stress (4.8m households). This represents almost 40% of those
in the lower half of the income distribution. Around 1.3m are in the social housing sector,
where rents are lower but so are incomes, 1.5m are in the owner-occupier sector, a large
proportion being older home owners in unfit property, and 2m in the PRS, where there
are more households devoting over 40% of their incomes to rent. Housing costs have
risen for poorer families – including for those on benefits; the share of social renters
reliant on housing benefit whose rent is fully covered has fallen from 70% in 2010-12,
to around 50%. Around 90% of income growth for the lowest-income families has been
absorbed by higher housing costs (equivalent to a £1,200 reduction in living standards).

The Commission’s evidence showed that the housing system has become seriously unbalanced,
with social renting being replaced by private renting and with homeownership levels declining
significantly for 25-44 year olds.10 As the housing market contracts and social housing falls
the tenure imbalances may start to widen. The impact is likely to be most evident in the PRS,
especially in high demand areas where rental values are more resilient.11
Government support for FTBs will help some renters get on the housing ladder, but buying
even a discounted shared ownership home will remain difficult for most low to mid income
households. Fewer high-loan to value mortgages, lower savings due to high rent levels and flat
incomes growth, and the threat of unemployment will all continue to constrain the ability
of households to raise a deposit, even if house prices fall. Without the ‘bank of mum and dad’12
deposits in many areas will continue to be out of reach of most renters.13
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Affordable housing target: The Commission calls for a new housing vision: “that no
child born today should face living in housing that is unaffordable for them by the time
they are likely to form a household of their own. Across tenures, this would mean access
to affordable housing opportunities for all by 2045”. A more meaningful and useful
definition of affordability should support this vision, with the affordability threshold
at the point when rents or purchase costs exceed a third of net equivalised household
income (and taking account of related affordability issues, such as housing quality,
overcrowding, adequacy of housing benefit, household size and regional variations).
An incomes-based approach to affordability would also enable the development of new
rent models for low income households, such as living rent with rent levels linked
to average local incomes, rather than to rents charged in the market.14
Public opinion is strongly disposed to making housing affordable again, especially for essential
workers – many of whom remain trapped in unaffordable housing.15 The Commission’s polling
before Covid-19 showed that two-thirds of people believed there was a national crisis over
affordable housing. Recent polling revealed that since the Covid-19 outbreak one in five are
worried that they will not be able to afford their rent or mortgage in the future.16

Affordable housing and the recovery
The prospect of an economic recession is now at the forefront of people’s
minds.17 Business confidence remains fragile and house prices could fall
sharply, at least in the sort-term.18
However, falling house prices over the short term will have only a marginal impact
on affordability: property prices would need to fall dramatically to make home ownership
theoretically affordable for a single person on an average income.19 Furthermore, without
a quick recovery and much stronger earnings growth lending to FTBs is likely to remain
subdued, partly to ensure new home buyers do not fall into negative equity.
Private rents – which the ONS figures show to have reached record levels prior to Covid-1920 are also expected to fall slightly in the short term, but most analysts expect a bounce back
in 2021. Social rents, meanwhile, are expected to rise at inflation (consumer price index) plus
1% until 2025, although there are exemptions. For those households experiencing
unemployment or underemployment, rents overall are unlikely to adjust downwards as much
as their individual loss of income.21
In previous recessions the social housing sector has acted counter-cyclically to help prop
up supply and stimulate construction and other housing related activities. Social landlords are
willing to step in again and increase the volume and scale of social and affordable homes
if supported to do so – even though it will be harder to deliver in a downturn for those who rely
on profits from open market sales to cross-subsidise new social housing.
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Affordable Rent model: Affordability problems have been compounded by the expansion
of the ‘Affordable Rent’ model, which allows social landlords to offer tenancies at rents
of up to 80% of market rent levels within the local area (around 60% in London).
This rent model – which now covers about a quarter of new general lettings by housing
associations – is mostly unaffordable for lower-paid workers not receiving housing
benefit.22 Replacing affordable social rented homes with unaffordable homes clearly fails
to meet housing need of low income families.23 If transitional funding is available and
where financially viable, social landlords which have built and converted homes
to Affordable Rent should aim to return the homes to social rent or otherwise
to intermediate rent, when tenancies end.
The financial viability of mixed-tenure housing schemes without government grant had already
become stretched before Covid-19. Now it is clearer than ever that developments with social
and affordable homes will require higher levels of subsidy. This creates a problem as current
spending commitment on affordable housing – under the Affordable Housing Programme –
only partially covers social rented housing and less so than under previous programmes.24
Despite the current challenges around fast tracking development, a kickstart house building
and retrofit programme focused on social and affordable homes achieves multiple policy
objectives. It also compares favourably with other investment options.25
Arguments about the precise benefits of a housing kickstart programme can mask the
counter-factual costs on non-intervention. For example, without a major housing stimulus the
government will fall short of its house building target of 300,000 new homes a year. As the
Commission’s research shows, the loss of home will also intensify housing stress and create
extra costs, including a higher health and welfare costs and negative impacts on workforce
recruitment and retention.26

The decline of social housing
The stock of social rented housing in England has been falling for some time.
Over the period 2012-19 the net loss totalled 181,000 social rented homes.27
In relative terms social housing has shrunk from 20% of all housing in 2001
to 16.7%, with local authority housing down to only 6.5%. Private rented
housing has meanwhile doubled over the same period to 4.7m homes
(19.4% of the total) and homeownership has steadily fallen.28 On current
trends, over 25 years the proportion of social rented properties could decline
to only 11% of the housing stock.
Best estimates of housing need suggest we should be building at least 90,000 social rented
homes a year (plus 25,000 shared ownership and 30,000 intermediate rented homes).29
This is the rate of social house building in the 1950s, 60s and 70s and in part reflects the large
backlog that has arisen since 2010.
However, as the level of need has risen, the supply of affordable housing has fallen. The gap for
social rented homes is particularly acute, with the total annual supply of social rented housing
(including homes from planning gain) falling to under 10,000 a year.30
Overall net additional supply of affordable housing is likely to be around 100,000 homes a year
short of the growth required to meet growing housing need – some half a million affordable
homes short by 2025.31
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Most councils include social and affordable housing requirements in their local plan and aspire
to meet local housing need. The problem is the homes have not been delivered. This is primarily
because of the lack of subsidy, but also due to a panoply of obstacles to the building of social
housing – as well as rapidly rising costs.32 According to the CIH, only 11% of new homes built
in England are now at genuinely affordable social rents, compared with nearly 70% in Scotland
and over 80% in Wales.33
The Commission’s work has also highlighted additional cost pressures on social landlords,
including investment to meet new building and fire regulations. The total retrofit costs of fire
safety improvement are unknown, although they are expected to cost the social housing sector
several billion.34
Right to Buy: Over 2m homes in England have been sold under the RTB. Alongside the
reduction in new build this has considerably reduced the social housing stock. It has
also undermined efforts to address affordability, reducing numbers of relets at lower
rents and moving over a third of the sold properties from social renting to the PRS.
The Commission recommends councils have full discretion over the level of discount
they offer, complete control over receipts and the opportunity to restrict any letting
by a purchaser (e.g. requiring consent for letting the property). This way the scheme
can help fund the one to one replacements of social rented homes which has been the
government’s intention.

The case for more social
and affordable homes
A step change in the supply of social and affordable homes centres not
only on meeting housing need,35 improving affordability and security,
and promoting mixed income communities, but also on the extra spill-over
benefits – to the economy in terms of local growth and productivity;36
in tackling poverty and improving people’s well-being and life chances;
and helping reduce carbon emissions.
Recent estimates suggest that each £1 invested in a new social home generates £2.84 in the
wider economy and saves £780 per year in Housing Benefit.37 There are other gains to the
Treasury and to councils from higher tax receipts.
Analysis by the Commission estimated that over a 30-year period investment in each new
social rented home delivers £45,000 of net benefits.38 According a study by Hyde Group, the
social value of each social tenancy is estimated to contribute around £17,000 to the economy.39
Evidence to the Commission also highlights the relatively faster build out rates of developments
where there are social and affordable homes being constructed together,40 as well as the boost
that social housing can give to offsite manufacturing.41
Although it will need significant extra investment to take advantage of weak market conditions,
the social housing sector is in a relatively healthy financial position to deliver extra homes.42
Social landlords are experiencing higher arrears and voids, but many are keen – and able –
to switch to building more social rented homes.
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Councils building again: Since 1992 councils in England have built only 25,000 homes,
while waiting lists rose to over a 1m households. Prior to the pandemic councils were
starting to build again – largely as a result of relaxed borrowing requirements, increases
in funding and the setting up of council-owned local housing companies.43 As part of
a housing-led recovery plan, local authorities are ready and able to pick up where they
were and get building again at scale. They can often do development cheaper because
of lower profit margins, access to land at discounted prices and cheaper borrowing.

Scale up the investment
The current Affordable Homes Programme could be scaled up and brought
forward. However, a much greater emphasis would need to be given in the
existing programme to supporting social rented homes, which require higher
grant rates.44 As recommended by the LGA, the Government should also
bring forward the £10bn Single Housing Infrastructure Fund for public sector
related schemes.45
Current housing grant - covering typically between 10-12% of housing association development
costs46 - is insufficient to support a revival in social house building. Analysis by the National
Housing Federation showed that meeting social housing need would necessitate grant rates
on average at around 44% of total scheme costs.47
The Commission recommends that in order to deliver the necessary increase in the supply
of social and affordable homes (bearing in mind the need for increased investment in fire safety
and decarbonisation), the level of capital investment in social rented housing needs to return
to levels above those in 2010 - from 1.9% to 3% of total government expenditure.48
Increased private borrowing - taking advantage of historically low interest rates – and giving
councils 100% of RTB receipts for recycling into replacement accommodation could also help
boost overall investment in social and affordable housing.
Investor confidence in housing association remains strong and given the prevailing uncertainty
in the markets and low corporate bond yields, institutional investors, such as pension funds,
may now be more attracted to long term funding of social and affordable housing.

Give councils control over Permitted Development Rights: Imminent changes to Use
Classes Order (enabling change of use without planning permission) and previous
reforms to Permitted Development Rights (which convert commercial properties
to residential use without planning consent) are intended to create new homes.
While acknowledging the contribution towards overall new supply, the Commission
is concerned that these reform all too often lead to inappropriate development and
undermined local plans that support new affordable housing.49 PDRs are also exempt
from Section 106 planning obligations for social and affordable housing.50
The Commission recommends that the government return these planning powers
to local authorities who can ensure proper standards and a reasonable quota
of social and affordable homes while still supporting the conversion of retail and office
premises for residential use.
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Role of the private rented sector
The Commission notes there are serious and growing problems
of affordability for tenants in the PRS, which is now the second-largest tenure
after owner occupiers and accounts for a quarter of all households with
children, compared with 8% in 2004.51 A third of private renters are living
in poverty and the majority of those are spending over 40% of their income
on housing costs.52
Younger households seeking to access home ownership continue to face competition from
private landlords who – with large cash deposits - have been able to obtain buy-to-let (BTL)
mortgages.53 Reductions in tax relief and related tax changes have led to some private
landlords leaving the sector, but overall volumes of BTL lending could increase as many
would-be buyers have no alternative but to rent for longer. Indeed, the government is being
encouraged to consider rolling back recent reforms.54
The Commission believes reversing BTL tax changes would be a mistake. It recommends
that the government reviews BTL lending with a view to giving the Bank of England’s
Financial Policy Committee additional powers to limit the use of interest-only buy to let
mortgages. This would create more of a level playing field between owner occupiers
and BTL landlords.
The Commission sees an important role for the PRS, particularly for young, mobile, households
on incomes that can cover market rents. The Commission is also keen to see more new homes
delivered by the new breed of ‘Build to Rent’ developers who bring professional management
and extra finance into the rented sector. But it is unfair to expect small private landlords
to take the place of social landlords55 and provide secure, affordable homes for those
on lower incomes.

More decent homes
Improving the quality, suitability, eco-efficiency and safety of homes not
only provides health and well-being benefits but reduces carbon emissions
and combats fuel poverty.56 It also provides local employment and new
business opportunities.57
Major improvements have been made to the housing stock over the past twenty years, notably
in the social sector. However, much of the stock – especially private housing – remains unfit for
the future and efforts to meet the net zero carbon target are falling far behind.58
As such the Commission welcomes the government’s new Green Homes Grant, which includes
vouchers for energy-saving home improvements. However, it is important that scheme also
benefits social tenants and fully covers the PRS, which has a poor record on energy efficiency.59
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Buying properties for social rent
The increase in rent arrears in the PRS60 coupled with less favourable tax
treatment and higher housing standards could lead to some private landlords
exiting the market. In some areas this may lead to rented properties being
acquired by less scrupulous private landlords. Or it could open-up possibilities
for social landlords or social enterprises to acquire rented stock, reversing
the shift from social to private renting. Alternatively, there may be more
opportunities for the social housing sector to lease properties from landlords
who no longer want the costs and risks of letting themselves.
Both acquiring PRS houses and flats and leasing them from private landlords has particular
relevance for local authorities currently paying large sums for private sector temporary
accommodation to meet their homelessness obligations. The Commission’s earlier report,
for example, noted the work of a consortium of London Boroughs (under the letting company
Captial Letters) in securing leases of PRS properties for this purpose. In the coming months the
opportunities for such action are likely to be greater and may be much more urgent if there
is a sudden spike in homelessness as unemployment increases.

Social landlords buying properties: Acquisitions of existing properties by social landlords
drove the growth of housing association activity in the 1960/70s. In the 1990s, acquisition
of social rented homes - with more than £1bn (in today’s prices) in housing grant averaged around 10,000 a year. Housing associations also bought properties through
the Mortgage Rescue Scheme after the financial crisis of 2008. However, acquisitions
have since dropped to below 1,500 a year, although more councils have been buying
properties to provide temporary accommodation prior to Covid-19.61 The GLA’s housing
task force has recently proposed a £4.9bn fund for a tenure conversion scheme and
a programme to buy unsold private homes at a cost price, and turn them into social
housing if a buyer cannot be found on the open market.

In some areas there may be scope to buy-back ex-RTB homes,62 as well as acquiring
developers’ unsold homes and long-term empty properties. Acquisitions could be routed
through arms-length Local Housing Companies which have extra borrowing capacity and are
not covered by the RTB.
This is also an opportunity for mid-market (intermediate) rent type developments where local
government partners with developers for 5-10 years and the state provides guarantees for void
loss when they sell on once the market is recovered – a model that worked well in Scotland in
the period after the global financial crisis.63
The government recently brought forward funding under its rough sleeper initiative to help
social landlords buy and refurbish mainly one-bed properties for homeless people – including
units in hotels, as well as unsold shared ownership and market sale properties.64 Using this
model, a new ‘Housing Conversion Fund’ – with conversion grants and guarantees - could
be quickly established and opened to a range of housing organisations, including communitybased organisations. This new fund could include incentives to “flip” market housing, shared
ownership and Affordable Rent homes to lettings at social rent.
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Support planning gain for social housing
Planning gain is an important funder of affordable (and especially social
rented) housing.65 A contraction in the housing market is therefore likely
to lead to fewer sub-market homes and discourage mixed-tenure
developments. A weakening of planning powers will also diminish
the capacity of planning authorities to negotiate Section 106 agreements
with developers.
The government is minded to amend the planning gain regulations to allow developers defer
and possibly review their contributions.66 The Commission appreciates the need in the current
circumstances for flexibility but is concerned that reforms could lead to an even bigger
reduction of developer contributions and subsequent loss of social and affordable homes.
The government is also preparing to pilot its new First Homes scheme where properties are
sold and re-sold to FTBs in perpetuity, at a minimum 30% discount and 5% deposit. It would
be part of the extended 2021 Affordable Homes Programme with the homes part funded via
Section 106 contributions. The Commission is concerned that the scheme would significantly
displace the supply of social and affordable housing.67 One way of combating this would be to
give local authorities the discretion as to what their local policies should be, taking account of
local housing needs – ensuring that First Homes are additional to, not replacements for, social
and affordable homes for rent.

Reform the land market
Soaring land values have pushed up the cost of all new housing, including
social and affordable homes. The gap in some areas between the agricultural
value and the residential value, for example, is stark – with agricultural
land increasing in value with planning permission often by more than 300
times. Such a huge uplift in value compromises the viability of including social
and affordable housing.
The Commission was told that large windfall profits to landowners and developers was baked
into the system.68 As such, the Commission recommends that the government should press
ahead with the Letwin Review recommendations to cap residual land values at no more than
10 times current use value on larger sites and to reform compulsory purchase orders.69
Capturing more of the “hope value” from development reduces the subsidy needed for social
and affordable housing, especially in higher value areas.
There is also a need at this time to fast track surplus public land (and infill sites) for social and
affordable homes.70 Rather than seek the maximum land price, public land could be discounted
for developments that provide higher levels of social and affordable housing. Recent studies
suggest as little as 6% of homes built on public land were for social rent.71
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Rent protection in the PRS
Government actions to protect renters during the pandemic have been
widely supported. But the blanket safeguards – notably evictions protection
– may need to be reviewed. Introducing temporary non statutory pre-action
protocols to encourage “fair and transparent discussions” between landlords
and tenants over rental payments are likely to be hit and miss and ineffective
with rogue landlords.
Some landlords will allow ‘rent holidays’ and show forbearance, but others that rely on rents
for all or part of their income may have no option but to evict if tenants can’t clear their arrears
and the benefit system falls short.72 According to a recent survey by the National Residential
Landlords Association 29% of landlords expect to face some level of financial hardship
as a result of the pandemic.73
The government’s commitment to banning Section 21 evictions will help new tenants74 but this
alone will not protect those who have been unable to pay their rent. Making Ground 8 of the
Housing Act (1988) mandatory grounds for eviction discretionary in court proceedings where
the arrears are Covid-19 related may be one way forward.75
Irrespective of the immediate situation, a landlord could increase rents dramatically, pricing
out the occupier and undermining the enhanced security. To counter this, the Commission
recommends the proposed Renters Reform legislation – linked to ending Section 21 - should
introduce caps on unjustified rent rises by limiting annual increases to an index of income
growth for a fixed period (e.g. of four years). This would be similar to the proposed ‘Fair rents’
cap in Scotland76 and the Rent Standard formula for social housing in England.
Effective enforcement and compliance is key to the success of rent stabilisation. As such,
the Commission recommends that charging more than the permitted rent increase would
be an offence, with the landlord facing a fine and having to return the excess rent to the tenant.
Enforcement will be needed where the law is broken with proposed rent regulation by the
First-tier Tribunal (or new housing courts if these are established).

Strengthen safety nets
The Commission’s research highlighted the deficiencies in the housing welfare
system, drawing attention to the problems surrounding the eligibility rules,
benefit caps and roll-out of universal credit. It showed how the persistent
shortfall in benefit payments to meet the rising living costs of claimants
has pushed more and more households into poverty, especially in the PRS.
Recent studies have also shown how Universal Credit is weakening the welfare
system’s ability to provide a safety net against eviction.77
Although the social security system coped effectively with the sudden Covid-19 spike in the
number of benefit claims78 – and positive action has been taken to tackle rough sleeping
- there are concerns that homelessness (and demand for temporary accommodation) will
quickly reappear once the emergency measures are withdrawn. The prospect of a sudden and
sustained rise in unemployment is particularly worrying, especially for lower income households
with no savings and insure tenancies. There are also worries that private landlords may exclude
benefit claimants.79
13
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During the pandemic the government increased the local housing allowance (LHA) to the 30th
percentile of local rented properties, after a long freeze – which principally benefited tenants,
rather than landlords.80 It also generated savings to government, which more than offset the
cost of the uprating.81
The Commission believes it would be entirely retrograde step to reverse this policy change
and a disaster for many struggling renters.82 The Commission strongly advocate the revised
allowance levels remain and are kept in line with local rents.
Half of those who have applied for Universal Credit since the beginning of the outbreak are
reported to be in financial difficulty or problem debt.83 Without extra support the situation
is expected to worsen, especially for those with children or health issues.
The Commission joins others in recommending an acceleration of reforms to Universal Credit
to reduce the delay in the initial payment from five weeks to under two; for payments
to be made on a weekly basis; and for the housing benefit element to be paid directly
to landlords by default, with an option for tenants to receive the payment themselves if they
so wish.84

Help struggling homeowners
Nearly 2m homeowners have taken mortgage payment holidays, with
arrears rising dramatically.85 Although the deadline for applications and ban
on lender repossessions of properties has now been extended, there are still
concerns that some homeowners – especially those who bought recently
and face a loss of income – could be in financial difficulty.86 An increase
in unemployment to 8%, for example, is estimated to result in a doubling
of households with a high debt servicing rate.87
To prevent hardship and a fall in home ownership during an extended period of unemployment,
the Commission recommends restoring support for mortgage interest as a benefit not a loan,
reducing the waiting period, introducing regional caps, and linking payments to actual costs.

Extend Help to Buy
Tighter lending and the general uncertainty in the housing market suggest
that potential younger buyers will be renting for longer. Schemes like the
Help to Buy: Equity Loan will therefore become more important in supporting
FTBs, alongside other initiatives such as a Stamp Duty holiday.
Although the Commission notes that Help to Buy has had mixed results - largely benefiting
households with above average incomes - there is merit in reforming the scheme to support
the recovery. With better targeting to those at the margins of home ownership, the current
scheme could be extended to FTBs buying existing (used) property.
Refocusing the scheme to allow for relatively lower income potential FTBs to buy in the
existing housing market would also improve intergenerational fairness and reduce wealth
inequalities, since beneficiaries would be those less likely to benefit from the “bank of mum
and dad”.
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About this report
The Affordable Housing Commission was formed in October 2018 as an independent group of
housing leaders, chaired by Lord Best. It was founded by the Smith Institute with the support
of the Nationwide Foundation. The Commission’s main report ‘Making Housing Affordable
Again: Rebalancing the Nation’s Housing System’, was published in March 2020.
www.affordablehousingcommission.org
The Smith Institute is a not for profit think tank which provides a high-level forum for thought
leadership and debate on public policy and politics. It seeks to engage politicians, senior
decision makers, practitioners, academia, opinion formers and commentators on promoting
policies for a fairer society.
www.smith-institute.org.uk
The Nationwide Foundation is a charity which influences changes to improve circumstances
for those people in the UK who most need help. Its vision is for everyone in the UK to have
access to a decent home that they can afford, and its strategy seeks to improve the lives of
people who are disadvantaged because of their housing circumstances. To do this, it aims
to increase the availability of decent affordable homes. The Nationwide Foundation was
established by Nationwide Building Society in 1997 as a fully independent foundation.
www.nationwidefoundation.org.uk
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landlords will no longer be able to evict tenants without a legitimate reason
75 Ground 8 (schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1988) provides mandatory grounds for eviction where tenants are in arrears
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76 The Fair Rents (Scotland) Bill (2020) was lodged in 2019 but has yet to become law. It prevents a landlord from
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